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detectORE applications throughout the gold industry
Brownfields & greenfields
Exploration
• Drill samples
• Soils
• Trench
• Drainage

UG grade control

UG drilling

Process plant monitoring
• CIL Au grade?
• Tailings grade?
Grade control drilling
detectORE benefits, compared with
conventional gold analyses:
• Low capital and operating
costs compared with
traditional assay methods
• Fire Assays require very
skilled staff and has high
running costs
• ICPMS uses expensive
equipment & skilled operators
• Larger sample (250g) – more
representative
• Easier to scale up and be run by
technicians than traditional Au
2
analyses

R&D plan involves:
•

SMART Testing in mission critical areas, of the technique – including field and
laboratory trials

•

Simultaneously work on scaling up supplies and systems ahead of release – The “D”
part – including cloud / App based processing and QA/QC

•

Staged roll-out – R&D partners able to use now

•

On-going R&D / improvements
•

Reduced pXRF detection limits for other commodity & pathfinder elements

•

Alternative “widgets”

•

Development of other complimentary applications

26/04/2021
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Developing a system that is “Fieldy Proof”!
• When they are good they are very very good, but when
they are bad they…..
• Make simple ‘human’ errors
• May suffer from number dyslexia
• Periodically take short cuts
• May not always follow simple clear instructions
• Fiddle with equipment, including pXRF settings

For this reason we have been developing a field system that is simple, safe, robust and reliable
• many verifiable checks
• covering off on all potential error sources (user induced, or otherwise)

10 / 10 / 2019
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Global trial areas continuing
Canada - Tundra - Scandinavia

Nevada

Guiana
Shield
West
Africa

Andean
cordillera

26/04/2021

Central
Africa

WA / NT / VIC

Perth

Western Australia – “our backyard”
• Convenient source of exploration samples

• Expecting detectORE™ to be of most benefit in remote areas of WA
• Technique needs to deliver clear cost and time benefits over traditional labs as
technician labour costs are relatively high

• Have secured Gold and Silver Sponsors who have been providing drill, soil, laterite,
calcrete, drainage samples from throughout WA (orogenic, palaeo-placer and porphyry
Cu-Au)
• Keen to talk to companies interested in becoming R&D Sponsors – could be WA
Explorers or based in Perth exploring elsewhere.
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West Africa – an active, remote exploration region
• detectORE™ addresses many problems for West Africa explorers

• A region familiar to management after combined >40yrs in region
• Limited labs mostly in nation capitals – some long transport distances –
long assay delays especially during boom times
• Roads in some regions are poor adding to transport costs and delays
• Wet season / green season means exploration window is short
• Drilling - retain / release rigs with assays backing decisions

• Labour in West Africa is plentiful, cheap and trainable
• Extensive tests completed using RC/Auger and Soils from Burkina Faso
and Cote d’Ivoire
• First sponsor kits being sent to Abidjan in May 2021
• Open to discuss with other potential R&D sponsors
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Central Africa – high cost high return exploration
• detectORE™ has many potential benefits for explorers in Central
Africa

• True Elephant country, lacking extensive modern gold exploration
• Limited number of quality gold labs – can mean shipping samples
to another country (e.g. Mwanza, Tanzania)

• Poor quality and some high risk roads adding to HSLP risks, time
and expenses
• Wet seasons mean exploration window is short
• High drill costs – retain / release rigs with benefit of assays
backing decisions
• No sponsors to date. Expected to be of interest to greenfields
explorers.
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Guiana Shield – one of the last great gold frontiers
• One of the last great gold exploration frontiers with many World Class gold
deposits
• Under explored because of the tropical rainforest and regolith
• Transport by air, boat or ATV – slow & expensive .

• Real time adaptive gold sampling on-the-fly from a jungle field camp would be a
game changer
• Priority testing of stream sediments (GGMC method), soils and other regolith
materials
• Seeking Sponsors and samples from this region
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Tundra region of Northern Canada / Scandinavia
• Can be extremely remote areas
• Very short field season – 5 months or less
• Transport people and samples by air, boat or road - slow & expensive
• Near real-time soil, till and lake sediment gold assays - immediate follow-up
• Seeking trials with R&D Sponsors with suitable tundra soil, till or lake sediment
anomalies & samples
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Nevada / Utah – Carlin and Cu-Au Porphyry deposits
• Remote exploration areas >3 hours drive from labs in Reno or Elko
• Limited field season – <8 months
• Deep drilling through pediment sediments – consider it would be advantageous to
have rig side gold assays
• Have undertaken some tests on Carlin samples.
• Open to discuss trials with new Sponsors with suitable suites of Carlin, epithermal
or Cu-Au porphyry deposits from central USA.
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Andean Cordillera – remote high cost, high return exploration
• Many extremely remote areas often >1 day travel from labs
• Slow transport of samples out of projects – including mules & ATV
• Exploration benefits from near real time low level gold:
•

Stream sediments – next day follow-up

•

Soil and rock chip assays – follow-up or move on

•

Drill testing – retain / release rigs with assays backing decisions

• We are keen to undertake further detectORE™ tests with sponsors on porphyry
and epithermal mineralization, or other samples of Sponsor interest from the
region
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Established R&D capacity

June 2019
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July 2019

Established R&D capacity

Oct 2018

Oct 2020
Oct 2020
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Established R&D capacity: NOW transitioning to production / distribution
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Dec 2020

Australia field trials –
tent, trailer and field
van options
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Some initial detectORE™ known unknowns…
What is precision like for various sample media?
• Our R&D has largely answered this, but tests continue with our Sponsors
How accurate is the technique for different sample media?
• Substantially known after 1000s of tests
What are the absolute lower detection limits?
• Largely established for W2 and W1, but continuing the R&D
The “widget” initially stayed in the bottle for 24 hours
• The R&D has resulted in times being reduced from 24 hrs to 6 hrs
Which pXRF instruments are best suited / less well suitable?

• Now known by PPPB. Several pXRF manufacturers continue to improve and refine their
instruments to use detectORE™, working in collaboration and consultation with PPPB
26/04/2021
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R&D focused on 4 key aspects….
1

3

2

Sample

+

=

+
software
pXRF

“widget”
in container
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R&D is testing a variety of sample media…
Extensive work on various sample media
•

Rock & Drill samples – RC / RAB / AC / AUGER (+/- DD)
•

Sample processing requirements for detectORE – developing pragmatic field methods

•

Weathered and fresh bedrock + overburden

•

Orogenic / Porphyry / Epithermal / Carlin / IOCG / IRG style deposits

• Surficial regolith: Soil / Laterite / Lag / Calcrete
• Transported regolith: Drainage, Lacustrine, Till
Cross checking detectORE values with
traditional laboratory assays
Green text = samples obtained / currently undergoing test work

26/04/2021
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detectORE™ R&D Sponsor program
• Opportunity for companies to work with us to steer the R&D & to access the
technology now!
• Sponsors receive immediate and longer-term benefits for doing this
• Limited number of companies can get involved
• Rewarding “Early Movers” (original and Enhanced scheme)
• Possibility to upgrade sponsor status by contributing more funds, provided that
there is an opening at the higher level
• Five sponsor levels
•

Bronze – $30,000 (limited to 6) 2/6

•

Silver – $50,000 (limited to 8) 7/8

•

Gold – $100,000 (limited to 5) 5/5 places taken up by industry

Original scheme (Sept 2018)

•

Gold Plus - $100,000 + in-kind support of $50K and $150K (limited to 5) 1/5

•

Platinum - $200,000 (limited to 2) 0/2

Enhanced scheme (since Oct 2020)
CUSTOMER REQUEST
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detectORE™ exploration R&D Sponsor program

www.portableppb.com (to access PDF document)
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Cost of not getting involved as a sponsor
• Potential 12 month delay with using the technology, compared with sponsors who
can access this technology now!
• Any testing by your company post commercialization will be at your company’s
expense (widget purchases / personnel / field = time and $$$)
• Unable to access our extensive R&D results for a considerable period of time
• Inability to direct the R&D in ways that can directly benefit your company
• No free widgets (equivalent in value to ~half the R&D sponsor fees)
• No on-going discount for the “widgets” and other PPPB products (worth up to
double the value of the R&D sponsorship payment)
• Not able to access pre-commercialization introductory pricing
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Summary
•

pXRF low level gold, in the field, near real time, now possible

•

detectORE™ expected to be of greatest benefit to explorers in remote areas with poor
access to labs, where field seasons are short, or traditional laboratories are overloaded
with long turnaround times

•

Expected to transform the way gold explorers go about their business

•

PPPB working with Industry Sponsors will lead the industry change increasing efficiency
and effectiveness of gold exploration

•

R&D Sponsor Scheme delivers win-win opportunity for those who can see the future
and want to be exploration leaders

•

Why continue to wait to know if your samples contain gold, when you can now take
control of your analytical timelines?!

•

What does it truly cost your company to wait for gold assays?
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For more details contact…
18 Sorbonne Crescent, Canning Vale, WA 6155 Australia
T – +61 437 912 538
E – info@portableppb.com.au / simon.bolster@portableppb.com.au
www.portableppb.com (going live soon)
Proudly supported by:
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